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Paradise In Ashes A Guatemalan Journey Of Courage
Did you know that most toilets flush in E-flat? Or that American Airlines once saved $40,000 by removing
a single olive from each salad served in first class? Well, now you will with this clever, fun, and
occasionally shocking compendium of facts from around the world. Organized into witty categories,
including “Battle of the Sexes: Facts About Men and Women” and “The Past Is a Foreign Country: Facts
About History,” You Are One-third Daffodil contains hundreds of weird and wacky facts, including: *In
Milan, it is a legal requirement to smile at all times, except during funerals or hospital visits. *The
most expensive age of your life is thirty-four. *Cuba will lift its ban on toasters in 2010. *Thomas
Jefferson invented the swivel chair. *The “zip” of zip code stands for “zone improvement plan.”
*Counting up from zero, and excluding the word “and,” the first number to contain the letter “a” is one
thousand. *There are an estimated 10,000 trillion ants on earth–roughly 1.6 million ants for each
person. Their combined weight is equivalent to the weight of the entire human population. *In the Second
World War, every Italian soldier in North Africa carried his own personal espresso machine. So go ahead,
become the office Einstein (though did you know Einstein didn’t learn to read until he was ten?) or the
cocktail party trivia star with You Are One-third Daffodil. The words “did you know?” will never sound
the same again!
Inspired by the author’s own experience, this is “a beautiful love story, and an extraordinary story of
loss” (Colm Tóibín). In 2005, celebrated novelist Francisco Goldman married Aura Estrada at a Mexican
hacienda. More than twenty years his junior, Aura was a gifted young writer on the cusp of her own
brilliant career, and the two were deeply in love. Then, a month before their second anniversary, Aura
broke her neck bodysurfing while they were on vacation. Goldman was blamed by Aura’s family—and crippled
by his own grief and self-recrimination. In the aftermath of the accident, he wrote Say Her Name,
pouring his feelings of love and unspeakable loss into a fictionalized account of their brief time
together. Hungry to keep Aura alive in his memory, Goldman collects everything he can about his dead
wife. From her childhood and university days in Mexico City with her fiercely devoted mother to her
studies at Columbia University, through the couple’s time in New York City and travels to Mexico and
Europe, Goldman seeks her essence and grieves her loss, using the writings she left behind as his prism.
Filled with “propulsive drama” (The Boston Globe), Say Her Name is a tribute to Aura, who she was and
who she would’ve been, that “will transport you into the most primal joy in the human repertoire—the joy
of loving” (San Francisco Chronicle).
Written by a young human rights worker, "Silence on the Mountain" is a virtuoso work of reporting and a
masterfully plotted narrative tracing the history of Guatemala's 36-year internal war, a conflict that
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claimed the lives of more than 200,000 people.
"Rigoberta Menchú is a living legend, a young woman who said that her odyssey from a Mayan Indian
village to revolutionary exile was “the story of all poor Guatemalans.” By turning herself into an ever"
The Power of Memory and Violence in Central America
Fixing Men
Latin America and the United States
A Novel
Food in Cuba
Human Rights and Wrongs
Eat, Pray, Love

Yanomami raises questions central to the field of anthropology - questions concerning the practice of fieldwork, the
production of knowledge, and anthropology's intellectual and ethical vision of itself. Using the Yanomami controversy - one of
anthropology's most famous and explosive imbroglios - as its starting point, this books considers how fieldwork is done, how
professional credibility and integrity are maintained, and how the discipline might change to address central theoretical and
methodological problems. Both the most up-to-date and thorough public discussion of the Yanomami controve.
For four hundred years--from the first Spanish assaults against the Arawak people of Hispaniola in the 1490s to the U.S.
Army's massacre of Sioux Indians at Wounded Knee in the 1890s--the indigenous inhabitants of North and South America
endured an unending firestorm of violence. During that time the native population of the Western Hemisphere declined by as
many as 100 million people. Indeed, as historian David E. Stannard argues in this stunning new book, the European and
white American destruction of the native peoples of the Americas was the most massive act of genocide in the history of the
world. Stannard begins with a portrait of the enormous richness and diversity of life in the Americas prior to Columbus's
fateful voyage in 1492. He then follows the path of genocide from the Indies to Mexico and Central and South America, then
north to Florida, Virginia, and New England, and finally out across the Great Plains and Southwest to California and the
North Pacific Coast. Stannard reveals that wherever Europeans or white Americans went, the native people were caught
between imported plagues and barbarous atrocities, typically resulting in the annihilation of 95 percent of their populations.
What kind of people, he asks, do such horrendous things to others? His highly provocative answer: Christians. Digging deeply
into ancient European and Christian attitudes toward sex, race, and war, he finds the cultural ground well prepared by the
end of the Middle Ages for the centuries-long genocide campaign that Europeans and their descendants launched--and in
places continue to wage--against the New World's original inhabitants. Advancing a thesis that is sure to create much
controversy, Stannard contends that the perpetrators of the American Holocaust drew on the same ideological wellspring as
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did the later architects of the Nazi Holocaust. It is an ideology that remains dangerously alive today, he adds, and one that in
recent years has surfaced in American justifications for large-scale military intervention in Southeast Asia and the Middle
East. At once sweeping in scope and meticulously detailed, American Holocaust is a work of impassioned scholarship that is
certain to ignite intense historical and moral debate.
Since its violent dissolution in 1521, the Aztec Empire of Mexico has continually intrigued us. Recent discoveries resulting
from the excavation of the Templo Mayor in the heart of Mexico City have taught us even more about this fascinating culture.
The increasing recognition that the achievements of Mesoamerican civilizations were among the most sophisticated of the
ancient world has led to a demand for introductions to the basic methods and theories of scholars working throughout the
region. Handbook to Life in the Aztec World gathers the results from recent archaeological discoveries and scholarly
research into a single accessible volume. Organized thematically, the handbook covers all aspects of life in the Aztec world:
Mesoamerican civilizations and Aztec archeology; evolution of Aztec civilization; geography of the Aztec world; society and
government; religion, cosmology, and mythology; funerary beliefs and customs; Aztec art; Aztec architecture; Nahuatl
literature; the calendar, astronomy, and mathematics; economy, industry, and trade; daily life; the Aztec after conquest and
today. Each chapter includes an extensive bibliography, and more than 165 original line drawings, photographs, and maps
complement the text. Handbook to Life in the Aztec World provides all the essential information required by anyone
interested in Aztec history or culture.
This book explores the power of words in post-Peace El Salvador and Guatemala—their violent and equally liberating power.
The volume explores the entire post-Peace Accords era in both Central American countries. In “post-conflict” settings,
denying or forgetting the repressive past and its many victims does violence to those victims, while remembering and giving
testimony about the past can be cathartic for survivors, relatives, and even for perpetrators. This project will appeal to
readers interested in development, societies in transition, global peace studies, and Central American studies.
And Other Facts to Amaze, Amuse, and Astound
One Woman's Fight to Save the World's Most Beautiful Bird
Yanomami
In Search of the Voices Redefining Latino Identity
The Social in the Global
Say Her Name
Truth and Human Rights in Guatemala
Caring for orphaned animals at her own zoo in the tropical country of Belize, Sharon Matola became one of Central America’s greatest
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wildlife defenders. And when powerful outside forces conspired with the local government to build a dam that would flood the nesting
ground of the only scarlet macaws in Belize, Matola was drawn into the fight of her life. In The Last Flight of the Scarlet Macaw, awardwinning author Bruce Barcott chronicles Sharon Matola’s inspiring crusade to stop a multinational corporation in its tracks. Ferocious
in her passion, Matila and her confederates–a ragtag army of courageous locals and eccentric expatriates–endure slander and reprisals
and take the fight to the courtroom and the boardroom, from local village streets to protests around the globe. Barcott explores the
tension between environmental conservation and human development, puts a human face on the battle over globalization, and
ultimately shows us how one unwavering woman risked her life to save the most beautiful bird in the world.
Paradise in Ashes is a deeply engaged and moving account of the violence and repression that defined the murderous Guatemalan civil
war of the 1980s. In this compelling book, Beatriz Manz—an anthropologist who spent over two decades studying the Mayan highlands
and remote rain forests of Guatemala—tells the story of the village of Santa María Tzejá, near the border with Mexico. Manz writes
eloquently about Guatemala's tortured history and shows how the story of this village—its birth, destruction, and rebirth—embodies the
forces and conflicts that define the country today. Drawing on interviews with peasants, community leaders, guerrillas, and paramilitary
forces, Manz creates a richly detailed political portrait of Santa María Tzejá, where highland Maya peasants seeking land settled in the
1970s. Manz describes these villagers' plight as their isolated, lush, but deceptive paradise became one of the centers of the war
convulsing the entire country. After their village was viciously sacked in 1982, desperate survivors fled into the surrounding rain forest
and eventually to Mexico, and some even further, to the United States, while others stayed behind and fell into the military's hands.
With great insight and compassion, Manz follows their flight and eventual return to Santa María Tzejá, where they sought to rebuild
their village and their lives.
Human Rights and Wrongs explains the persistence of crimes against humanity since the Holocaust-including slavery, terror, and
genocide. Using extended country descriptions and analyses, the book goes beyond case studies to explain such gross human rights
violations in terms of an integrated theory of life integrity, giving readers vivid illustrations in addition to a theoretical framework.
Distinguished author Helen Fein then asks how we can arrest human wrongs and discusses whether democracy is the answer. She
shows the positive links among human rights, freedom, and development and draws out policy recommendations from her findings.
Latin America is home to emerging global powers such as Brazil and Mexico and has important links to other titans including China,
India, and Africa. Global Latin America examines a range of historical events and cultural forms in Latin America that continue to
influence peoples’ lives far outside the region. Its innovative essays, interviews, and stories focus on insights from public intellectuals,
political leaders, artists, academics, and activists from the region, allowing students to gain an appreciation of the global relevance of
Latin America in the twenty-first century.
1800 to the Present
The Fierce Controversy and What We Can Learn from It
Social Theory, Governmentality and Global Politics
Handbook to Life in the Aztec World
Sex, Birth Control, and AIDS in Mexico
Machismo, Danger, and the Intimacy of Power in Nicaragua
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The Democracy Development Machine

Nicholas Copeland sheds new light on rural politics in Guatemala and across neoliberal and post-conflict
settings in The Democracy Development Machine. This historical ethnography examines how
governmentalized spaces of democracy and development fell short, enabling and disfiguring an ethnic Mayan
resurgence. In a passionate and politically engaged book, Copeland argues that the transition to democracy in
Guatemalan Mayan communities has led to a troubling paradox. He finds that while liberal democracy is
celebrated in most of the world as the ideal, it can subvert political desires and channel them into illiberal
spaces. As a result, Copeland explores alternative ways of imagining liberal democracy and economic and
social amelioration in a traumatized and highly unequal society as it strives to transition from war and
authoritarian rule to open elections and free-market democracy. The Democracy Development Machine follows
Guatemala's transition, reflects on Mayan involvement in politics during and after the conflict, and provides
novel ways to link democratic development with economic and political development.
This account of the naturalist's search for the quetzal, the symbol of Guatemala, reveals the natural and human
ecologies to be devastated by the country's violent political turmoil
Between 1982 and 1983, in the name of anti-communism the military government of Guatemala prosecuted a
scorched-earth campaign of terror against largely Mayan rural communities. Under the leadership of General
Efrain Rios Montt, tens of thousands of people perished in what is now known as laviolencia, or 'the Mayan
holocaust.' Rios Montt, Guatemala's president-by-coup was, and is, an outspokenly born-again Pentecostal
Christian - a fact that would seem to be at odds with the atrocities that took place on his watch. Virginia GarrardBurnett's book is the first in English to view theRios Montt era through the lens of history. Drawing on newlyavailable primary sources such as guerrilla documents, evangelical pamphlets, speech transcripts, and
declassified US government records, she is able to provide a fine-grained picture of what happened during
Rios Montt's rule. Looking backover Guatemalan history between 1954 and the late 1970s, she finds that three
decades of war engendered an ideology of violence that cut across class, cultures, communities, religions, and
even families. Many Guatemalans converted to Pentecostalism during this period, she says, because of
theaffinity between these churches' apocalyptic message and the violence of their everyday reality. Examining
the role of outside players and observers: The US government, evangelical groups, and the media, she
contends that self-interest, willful ignorance, and distraction permitted the human rightstragedies within
Guatemala to take place without challenge from the outside world.
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The fifth edition of Understanding Central America explains how domestic and global political and economic
forces have shaped rebellion and regime change in Costa Rica, Nicaragua, El Salvador, Guatemala, and
Honduras. John A. Booth, Christine J. Wade, and Thomas W. Walker explore the origins and development of the
region's political conflicts and its efforts to resolve them. Covering the region's political and economic
development from the early 1800s onward, the authors provide a background for understanding Central
America's rebellion and regime change of the past forty years. This revised edition brings the Central American
story up to date, with special emphasis on globalization, evolving public opinion, progress toward democratic
consolidation, and the relationship between Central America and the United States under the Obama
administration, and includes analysis of the 2009 Honduran coup d'etat. A useful introduction to the region and
a model for how to convey its complexities in language readers will comprehend, Understanding Central
America stands out as a must-have resource.
Life is Hard
Stories of Terror, Betrayal, and Forgetting in Guatemala
The Guatemala Reader
Crossing Borders
A Documentary History
Silence on the Mountain
One Woman's Search for Everything Across Italy, India and Indonesia
"Ethnographically rich, thick with gritty details and original insights, Rhodes's revelatory book about US
prisons--those who are incarcerated in them and those who run them--should be read by everyone who
cares about social justice and the nature of power."—Emily Martin, author of Flexible Bodies "Thank you,
Lorna Rhodes, for taking us to where the 'worst of the worst' are kept out of sight and out of mind in the
new millennium. This powerful ethnography of the correctional high tech machine reveals how
institutional power suffocates individual agency and redefines rationality and insanity. Good, bad and evil
fall by the wayside."—Philippe Bourgois, author of In Search of Respect: Selling Crack in El Barrio "A truly
remarkable book. The inside look at supermax confinement alone is worth the price of admission, and the
prose sometimes verges on poetry. This is meticulous scholarship."—Hans Toch, author of Living in Prison
Now available in a fully-revised and updated second edition, A History of Modern Latin America offers a
comprehensive and accessible introduction to the rich cultural and political history of this vibrant region
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from the onset of independence to the present day. Includes coverage of the recent opening of diplomatic
relations between the U.S. and Cuba as well as a new chapter exploring economic growth and
environmental sustainability Balances accounts of the lives of prominent figures with those of ordinary
people from a diverse array of social, racial, and ethnic backgrounds Features first-hand accounts,
documents, and excerpts from fiction interspersed throughout the narrative to provide tangible examples
of historical ideas Examines gender and its influence on political and economic change and the important
role of popular culture, including music, art, sports, and movies, in the formation of Latin American
cultural identityï¿1⁄2 Includes all-new study questions and topics for discussion at the end of each chapter,
plus comprehensive updates to the suggested readings
An electrifying, internationally bestselling investigation of the global cocaine trade now a series on Prime
Video starring Andrea Riseborough, Dane DeHaan, and Gabriel Byrne, from the author of the #1
international bestseller Gomorrah “Zero zero zero” flour is the finest, whitest available. It is also the
nickname among narcotraffickers for the purest cocaine on the market. And it is the title of Roberto
Saviano’s unforgettable exploration of the inner workings of the global cocaine trade—its rules and
armies, and the true depth of its reach into the world economy. Saviano’s Gomorrah, his explosive
account of the Neapolitan mob, the Camorra, was a worldwide sensation. It struck such a nerve with the
Camorra that Saviano has lived with twenty-four-hour police protection for more than eight years. During
this time he has come to know law enforcement agencies and officials around the world. With their
cooperation, Savaiano has broadened his perspective to take in the entire global “corporate” entity that is
the drug trade and the complex money-laundering operations that allow it to function, often with the help
of the world’s biggest banks. The result is a harrowing and groundbreaking synthesis of literary narrative
and geopolitical analysis exploring one of the most powerful dark forces in our economy. Saviano tracks
the shift in the cocaine trade’s axis of power, from Colombia to Mexico, and relates how the Latin
American cartels and gangs have forged alliances with crime syndicates across the globe. He charts the
increasing sophistication of these criminal entities as they diversify into other products and markets. He
also reveals the astonishing increase in the severity of violence as they have fought to protect and extend
their power. Saviano is a writer and journalist of rare courage and a thinker of impressive intellectual
depth, able to see connections between far-flung phenomena and bind them into a single epic story. Most
drug-war narratives feel safely removed from our own lives; Saviano offers no such comfort. Both heartPage 7/13
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racing and eye-opening, ZeroZeroZero is an investigative story like none other. Praise for ZerZeroZero:
“[Saviano] has developed a literary style that switches from vivid descriptions of human depravity to a
philosophical consideration of the meaning of violence in the modern world. . . . Most important of all is
the hope Saviano gives to countless victims of criminal violence by standing up to its perpetrators.”
—Financial Times
Raised in a Boston suburb by his aristocratic Guatemalan mother, Roger Graetz enters into an obsessive
relationship with Flor, the young Guatemalan sent by Roger's grandmother to live with him and his
mother. 25,000 first printing. $20,000 ad/promo.
Histories of the Latin American Left
Five Centuries of the Pillage of a Continent
Jornalero
Guatemala and Her People of To-day
Into the Twenty-First Century
A Guatemalan Journey of Courage, Terror, and Hope
Being an Account of the Land, Its History and Development; the People, Their Customs and
Characteristics; to which are Added Chapters on British Honduras and the Republic of Honduras, with
References to the Other Countries of Central America, Salvador, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica
Latinos across the United States are redefining identities, pushing boundaries, and awakening politically in powerful and surprising
ways. Many—Afrolatino, indigenous, Muslim, queer and undocumented, living in large cities and small towns—are voices who have
been chronically overlooked in how the diverse population of almost sixty million Latinos in the U.S. has been represented. No
longer. In this empowering cross-country travelogue, journalist and activist Paola Ramos embarks on a journey to find the
communities of people defining the controversial term, “Latinx.” She introduces us to the indigenous Oaxacans who rebuilt the main
street in a post-industrial town in upstate New York, the “Las Poderosas” who fight for reproductive rights in Texas, the musicians in
Milwaukee whose beats reassure others of their belonging, as well as drag queens, environmental activists, farmworkers, and the
migrants detained at our border. Drawing on intensive field research as well as her own personal story, Ramos chronicles how
“Latinx” has given rise to a sense of collectivity and solidarity among Latinos unseen in this country for decades. A vital and
inspiring work of reportage, Finding Latinx calls on all of us to expand our understanding of what it means to be Latino and what it
means to be American. The first step towards change, writes Ramos, is for us to recognize who we are.
Brings together the most important documents on the history of the relationship between the United States and Latin America from
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the nineteenth century to the present. This second edition features updated selections on current trends, including key new documents
on immigration, regional integration, indigenous political movements, democratization, and economic policy.
When lives are dominated by hunger, what becomes of love? When assaulted by daily acts of violence and untimely death, what
happens to trust? Set in the lands of Northeast Brazil, this is an account of the everyday experience of scarcity, sickness and death
that centres on the lives of the women and children of a hillside "favela". Bringing her readers to the impoverished slopes above the
modern plantation town of Bom Jesus de Mata, where she has worked on and off for 25 years, Nancy Scheper-Hughes follows three
generations of shantytown women as they struggle to survive through hard work, cunning and triage. It is a story of class relations
told at the most basic level of bodies, emotions, desires and needs. Most disturbing - and controversial - is her finding that mother
love, as conventionally understood, is something of a bourgeois myth, a luxury for those who can reasonably expect, as these women
cannot, that their infants will live.
Guatemala draws some half million tourists each year, whose brief visits to the ruins of ancient Maya cities and contemporary
highland Maya villages may give them only a partial and folkloric understanding of Guatemalan society. In this vividly written travel
narrative, Stephen Connely Benz explores the Guatemala that casual travelers miss, using his encounters with ordinary Guatemalans
at the mall, on the streets, at soccer games, and even at the funeral of massacre victims to illuminate the social reality of Guatemala
today. The book opens with an extended section on the capital, Guatemala City, and then moves out to the more remote parts of the
country where the Guatemalan Indians predominate. Benz offers us a series of intelligent and sometimes humorous perspectives on
Guatemala's political history and the role of the military, the country's environmental degradation, the influence of foreign
missionaries, and especially the impact of the United States on Guatemala, from governmental programs to fast food franchises.
You Are One-Third Daffodil
US Military and CIA Interventions Since World War II
Refugees of a Hidden War
The Long Night of White Chickens
The Science, Theory, and Ethics of Sexual Orientation
Death Without Weeping
Terror in the Land of the Holy Spirit
[In this book, the author's] analysis of the effects and causes of capitalist underdevelopment in Latin America present [an] account of ... Latin
American history. [The author] shows how foreign companies reaped huge profits through their operations in Latin America. He explains the
politics of the Latin American bourgeoisies and their subservience to foreign powers, and how they interacted to create increasingly unequal
capitalist societies in Latin America.-Back cover.
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Many treatments of the twentieth-century Latin American left assume a movement populated mainly by affluent urban youth whose nave
dreams of revolution collapsed under the weight of their own elitism, racism, sexism, and sectarian dogmas. However, this book demonstrates
that the history of the left was much more diverse. Many leftists struggled against capitalism and empire while also confronting racism,
patriarchy, and authoritarianism. The left's ideology and practice were often shaped by leftists from marginalized populations, from Bolivian
indigenous communities in the 1920s to the revolutionary women of El Salvador's guerrilla movements in the 1980s. Through ten historical
case studies of ten different countries, Making the Revolution highlights some of the most important research on the Latin American left by
leading senior and up-and-coming scholars, offering a needed corrective and valuable contribution to modern Latin American history, politics,
and sociology.
The United States has seen a dramatic rise in the number of informal day labor sites in the last two decades. Typically frequented by Latin
American men (mostly “undocumented” immigrants), these sites constitute an important source of unskilled manual labor. Despite day laborers’
ubiquitous presence in urban areas, however, their very existence is overlooked in much of the research on immigration. While standing in
plain view, these jornaleros live and work in a precarious environment: as they try to make enough money to send home, they are at the mercy
of unscrupulous employers, doing dangerous and underpaid work, and, ultimately, experiencing great threats to their identities and social roles
as men. Juan Thomas Ordóñez spent two years on an informal labor site in the San Francisco Bay Area, documenting the harsh lives led by
some of these men during the worst economic crisis that the United States has seen in decades. He earned a perspective on the immigrant
experience based on close relationships with a cohort of men who grappled with constant competition, stress, and loneliness. Both eyeopening and heartbreaking, the book offers a unique perspective on how the informal economy of undocumented labor truly functions in
American society.
"Rambo took the barrios by storm: Spanish videotapes of the movie were widely available, and nearly all the boys and young men had seen it,
usually on the VCRs of their family's more affluent friends. . . . As one young Sandinista commented, 'Rambo is like the Nicaraguan soldier.
He's a superman. And if the United States invades, we'll cut the marines down like Rambo did.' And then he mimicked Rambo's famous war
howl and mimed his arc of machine gun fire. We both laughed."—from the book There is a Nicaragua that Americans have rarely seen or
heard about, a nation of jarring political paradoxes and staggering social and cultural flux. In this Nicaragua, the culture of machismo still
governs most relationships, insidious racism belies official declarations of ethnic harmony, sexual relationships between men differ starkly from
American conceptions of homosexuality, and fascination with all things American is rampant. Roger Lancaster reveals the enduring character
of Nicaraguan society as he records the experiences of three families and their community through times of war, hyperinflation, dire shortages,
and political turmoil. Life is hard for the inhabitants of working class barrios like Doña Flora, who expects little from men and who has reared
her four children with the help of a constant female companion; and life is hard for Miguel, undersized and vulnerable, stigmatized as a
cochón—a "faggot"—until he learned to fight back against his brutalizers. Through candid discussions with young and old Nicaraguans, men
and women, Lancaster constructs an account of the successes and failures of the 1979 Sandinista Revolution, documenting the effects of war
and embargo on the cultural and economic fabric of Nicaraguan society. He tracks the break up of families, surveys informal networks that
allow female-headed households to survive, explores the gradual transformation of the culture of machismo, and reveals a world where heroic
efforts have been stymied and the best hopes deferred. This vast chronicle is sustained by a rich theoretical interpretation of the meanings of
ideology, power, and the family in a revolutionary setting. Played out against a backdrop of political travail and social dislocation, this work is a
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story of survival and resistance but also of humor and happiness. Roger Lancaster shows us that life is hard, but then too, life goes on.
History, Culture, Politics
The Last Flight of the Scarlet Macaw
Guatemala Under General Efrain Rios Montt 1982-1983
New Foreword by Elizabeth Burgos
The Violence of Everyday Life in Brazil
Understanding Central America
Open Veins of Latin America
Most studies on reproductive rights make women their focus, but in Fixing Men, Matthew Gutmann illuminates what men in the
Mexican state of Oaxaca say and do about contraception, sex, and AIDS. Based on extensive fieldwork, this breakthrough study by
a preeminent anthropologist of men and masculinities reveals how these men and the women in their lives make decisions about
birth control, how they cope with the plague of AIDS, and the contradictory healing techniques biomedical and indigenous medical
practitioners employ for infertility, impotence, and infidelity. Gutmann talks with men during and after their vasectomies and
discovers why some opt for sterilization while so many others feel "planned out of family planning."
Traces the author's decision to quit her job and travel the world for a year after suffering a midlife crisis and divorce, an endeavor
that took her to three places in her quest to explore her own nature, experience fulfillment and learn the art of spiritual balance.
(Biography & autobiography). Reissue. A best-selling book. Movie tie-in.
How do influential social ideas contribute to global governance? This book takes an original approach to international relations by
looking at the way social ideas help to portray the world in a particular way. Jonathan Joseph begins by analysing the role of
important concepts such as globalisation, global civil society, social capital, networks and risk; then examines the role these
concepts play in the discourse of international organisations. Using the concept of governmentality, he argues that contemporary
social theories help justify contemporary forms of governance. By comparing organisations like the EU and the World Bank,
Joseph investigates the extent to which these ideas are influential in theory and in practice.
DIVAn interdisciplinary anthology on the largest, most populous nation in Central America, covering Guatemalan history, culture,
literature and politics and containing many primary sources not previously published in English./div
A Naturalist's Journey Through a Land of Political Turmoil
The Pursuit of a Decent Meal
The Aftermath of Counterinsurgency in Guatemala
Finding Latinx
Homeland
The Mismeasure of Desire
Being a Day Laborer in the USA
An account of the violence and repression that defined the murderous Guatemalan civil war of the 1980s.
Manz, an anthropologist, spent over two decades studying the Mayan highlands and remote rain forests of
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Guatemala. In a political portrait of Santa María Tzejá, where highland Maya peasants seeking land settled in
the 1970s, Manz describes these villagers' plight as their isolated, lush, but deceptive paradise became one of
the centers of the war convulsing the entire country. After their village was viciously sacked in 1982, desperate
survivors fled into the surrounding rain forest and eventually to Mexico, and some even further, to the United
States, while others stayed behind and fell into the military's hands. Manz follows their flight and eventual
return to Santa María Tzejá, where they sought to rebuild their village and their lives. From publisher
description.
Is the United States a force for democracy? From 1940s China to Guatemala today, Blum presents a study of
American covert and overt interference in the internal affairs of other countries. Each chapter of the book
covers a year in which the author takes one particular country case and tells the story.
Details the life of the Nobel Peace Prize winner, her flight from Guatemala to Mexico in 1981, and her resolve
to dedicate her life to Indian causes
Examines the results of the political violence and military repression in Guatemala during the 1980s
Making the Revolution
Paradise in Ashes
ZeroZeroZero
Rigoberta Menchu and the Story of All Poor Guatemalans
Madness and Reason in the Maximum Security Prison
Total Confinement
Killing Hope

In Cory Doctorow's wildly successful Little Brother, young Marcus Yallow was arbitrarily detained and brutalized by the government
in the wake of a terrorist attack on San Francisco—an experience that led him to become a leader of the whole movement of
technologically clued-in teenagers, fighting back against the tyrannical security state. A few years later, California's economy
collapses, but Marcus's hacktivist past lands him a job as webmaster for a crusading politician who promises reform. Soon his former
nemesis Masha emerges from the political underground to gift him with a thumbdrive containing a Wikileaks-style cable-dump of
hard evidence of corporate and governmental perfidy. It's incendiary stuff—and if Masha goes missing, Marcus is supposed to release
it to the world. Then Marcus sees Masha being kidnapped by the same government agents who detained and tortured Marcus years
earlier. Marcus can leak the archive Masha gave him—but he can't admit to being the leaker, because that will cost his employer the
election. He's surrounded by friends who remember what he did a few years ago and regard him as a hacker hero. He can't even
attend a demonstration without being dragged onstage and handed a mike. He's not at all sure that just dumping the archive onto the
Internet, before he's gone through its millions of words, is the right thing to do. Meanwhile, people are beginning to shadow him,
people who look like they're used to inflicting pain until they get the answers they want. Fast-moving, passionate, and as current as
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Access Free Paradise In Ashes A Guatemalan Journey Of Courage
next week, Homeland is every bit the equal of Little Brother—a paean to activism, to courage, to the drive to make the world a better
place. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
An expos of Guatemala's genocidal campaign against the Maya in the late 1970s and mid-1980s documents the massacres and
displacements that took place as well as the experiences of Maya survivors seeking justice and healing.
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